
COURSEINFORMATION

1. NAME OF THE SUBJECT: HUMAN RIGHTS, DEMOCRATIC VALUES,
GENRE AND PEACE

Code number: 808900101
Degree in LAW
Academic Year: 2016-2017
Foundational course. 1styear
First semester: 4 hours a week, 2 days a week
6 credits

2. TEACHINGSTAFF

Prof.:  JUAN JESÚS MORA MOLINA, PH.D.
Department: THEODOR MOMMSEN
Office: FACULTY OF LAW, ROOM B-14
Phone: +34 959 219735
E-mail: JUANJESUS.MORA@SC.UHU.ES
Office hours:
First Semester: The timetable will be indicated just in the starting class.

3. PROGRAMME

3.1.DESCRIPTION

A subject aimed to deal with a basic legal knowledge is expected to be placed in the
firstcourse of the degree of Law. Provided that the main goal is to reveal the essence
of thedifferent matters having a hand in Law, the current Plan of Study chases
students to develop skills as to judge critically both national and foreign rules and
institutions.

Likewise, a subject committed to thinking, reasoning and arguing needs to design
teaching close to the daily life. Such a purpose depicts the compromise with the
highly qualified training of those who will become professionals in the near future.

3.2.PREREQUISITES

Not demanded.

3.3.OBJECTIVES/LEARNING OUTCOMES

To perceive Law as a unique structure, that can be tested from several approaches.
To display a critic consciousness in relation to Law.
To identify social worries and values beyond rules and legal principles.
To think legal professions from an ethical point of view.
To compromise with the Human Rights and the Rule of Law.



To embrace democracy and its values.

3.4.TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Students must be the leading members of the learning-teaching process. To success in
doing so, classes have been designed in a participatory way. Students shall previously
analyze in depth the contents the teacher is going to talk about. The teacher’s work
will be located in penetrating into such knowledge and in providing a critical
perspective.

Students will have to deliver an identification card for the subject before the second
week from the beginning of the classes. Otherwise, those who break the term will not
come to evaluation.

3.5.CONTENTS

LESSON 1: AN APPROACHING TO JURIDICAL SCIENCES

1.1.Introduction
1.2.The Colloquial Way, Etymology, and the Instinct for Justice vs. Feeling of Justice
1.3.The Dogmatic Legal Knowledge
1.4.The Legal Theory of Definition: Shaping Concepts
1.5.The Functions of Law

LESSON 2: AN APPROACHING TO THE THEORY OF THE STATE

2.1. The State and Law
2.2. The State: an historical overview

LESSON 3: AN APPROACHING TO THE THEORY OF DEMOCRACY

3.1. Democracy
3.2. Non democratic polities.

LESSON 4: DEMOCRATIC VALUES

4.1. Freedom
4.2. Equality
4.3. Solidarity

3.6.BIBLIOGRAPHY

Articles and chapters to study will be left in the copy shop located at “Galileo”
building.

3.7.ASSESSMENT



The learning-teaching process will be assessed using two devices:

1.Pupils who desire so could make a voluntary activity on a specialized reading,
suggested by the teacher and concerned any issue discussed in class. It will
suppose the 10 per cent of the whole assessment and it will consist on an essay
of 20 pages as a minimum length.

2. Pupils who desire so could answer a multi-choice test of 25 questions. That
activity will take place in the small group class. It will suppose the 30 per cent
of the whole assessment. From an amount of 15 right answers, you can obtain
a positive degree.

3. All pupils will have to do a written exam involving 4 questions. Each of them
will be valued at 1,5 points. If the mark obtained in this area of the assessment
is equal or upper to 4 points, it will be added to those of the devices above.

Warning: The devices number 1 and 2 are voluntary, while the later is compulsary.
You can pass the subject only with the written exam, but if you really want to show
your excellence… take the risk of climbing the top.


